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1. GRITIM-UPF News

- Apply now for the International Master in Immigration Studies (2015-2016)
- Call to support a candidate for Beatríu Piñós postdoctoral grants. Send your application!
- INTERACT project: See Lorenzo Gabrielli speaking about integration and political participation
- New report in the framework of the project INTERACT by Pasetti, F. Integration policies in Spain
- GRITIM-UPF organized a cicle of lectures on Interculturalism and cultural policy
- See the video about Ricard Zapata Barrero’s talk at Acsar: Discursos sobre inmigració: El llindar del que podem tolerar. (31st, October, 2014)
- Check the report on the last INTERACT International Workshop
- Last 24/11: The Major of Barcelona and the Counselor of Economy and Knowledge officially inaugurated a new Building at Ciutadella Campus
- See the video of the talk by Ahmet Içduygu: Studying irregular transit migration: A question of science, politics and ethics at IEMed
- GRITIM-UPF welcomes Lucila Nejamkis as visiting researcher

2. GRITIM-UPF Publications

Academic publications:
3. GRITIM-UPF Working Paper Series

The last publication of our series is:

**Number:** 22 - Winter, 2014  
**Author:** Christina Isabel Zuber (University of Bremen)  
**Download:** Comparing the politics behind the immigrant integration laws of Catalonia and South Tyrol

The purpose of the GRITIM-UPF Working Paper Series is to disseminate academic research work-in-progress that contributes to the European approach on immigration and diversity. It is peer reviewed and published quarterly. Submit your proposal to be published and check and download the articles already published!

4. GRITIM-UPF Activities

This academic year the GRITIM-UPF Seminars Series will be focused on Methodology in Immigration Studies. All these seminars are framed in the Master in Immigration Management and are open to anyone interested in attending. Check GRITIM website for details. Download here the detailed information. Lectures:

- 4th of February, 2015: Ingo Rohlfing (University of Bremen). *Promises and pitfalls of Bayesianism in process tracing.*
- 18th of March, 2015: Russel King (University of Sussex). *A multi-method research on Albania.*
- 15th of April, 2015: Theodora Kostakopoulou (Warwick Law School). *Constructivism in Migration and Civic Integration Research.*
- 29th of April, 2015: Elena Sánchez (CIDOB). *Measuring and comparing the Migrant Integration Policy in Europe: MIPEX.*
- 6th of May, 2015: Ettore Recchi (Sciences Po, Paris). *Studying cross-border mobilities through mixed methods.*
- 27th of May, 2015: Maarten Vink (Maastricht University). *Applying “Qualitative Comparative Analysis” (QCA) in Citizenship & Migration Research.*

5. Suggested incoming events and conferences

- 29, march- 2, April, 2015. Warsaw: Workshop at ECPR: The Civic Turn in European Immigrant Integration Policies

6. Suggested readings


